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At the service
of your

technology
Traditional products 

up with times



Bulloneria Villa has been producing
and selling for 70 years
Our guidelines? Quality, dynamism, customer support 
and innovation.

Services

Tailored services 

We make special products based 
on customers’ drawing and we 
meet any kind of needs in terms  
of thermic treatment, burnishing 
and hot or electrolytic 
galvanizing. 

KANBAN Warehouse

Kanban is a productive planning 
system where, on the one hand you 
try to prevent over-production in 
order to avoid a negative financial 
impact for the company, on the 
other hand you try to get rid of 
breakage in stocks which could 
delay or tackle productive process. 

Micro supply

We manually meet a few requests. 
This allows us to place a no waste 
production on the market. 

Delivery

We deliver in 24/48 hours by 
optimizing  the internal productive 
process.

Bulloneria Villa Spa has been producing and 
selling tie-rods, screws, both lathe-shaped 
and pressed in common steels, steel hard-
ening and tempering, stainless in ASME or 
ASTM, monel, hastelloy, inconel, incoloy,ni-
tronic, duplex, superduplex, alloy, titanium.

The company has developed over the years in 
order to keep up to date  by widening its inter-
est from producing standard bolts to creating 
more and more complex drawing details.
We are able to make special products based 
on customer’s e design and meet all needs of 
any sort of thermic treatment, ball burnishing, 
electrolytic galvanizing.
It’s essential the consultancy on choosing ma-
terials and treatments; on certifications and 
news in a sector which keeps updating. By do-
ing so, “Bulloneria Villa Spa” has been able to 
gain its customers’ trust: small ones, middle 
ones but also big companies around the Na-
tional territory and outside it.

The market mainly aims at the final custom-
er dealing with several sectors among which 
the energy one, the environmental one and 
the oil one. Companies mainly working on “or-
ders” with very short time for supplying. Here, 
as well, Bulloneria Villa showed its dynamism 
to meet customers’ needs by increasing its 
stock so as to deliver ready material.

For those customers needing minuscule 
drawing details we rely on our specialized fac-
tory which uses new generation automated 
equipment together with the lathe for filling 
up work, being able to meet most demanding 
customers’ needs.
We have been certified ISO 9001 for years. 
Furthermore, our deep knowledge and our re-
spect for the guidelines ruling the fasteners 
world is the grant we may offer to our custom-
ers. We certify every single product out of 
our warehouse by tracking the batch  and the 
starting pouring and we grant almost 0% of a 
scrap in our production.
We carefully check all material both in and 
out, by monitoring sizes, some details and 
raw material tolerance;  we verify some elec-
trolytic covering thickness, which is basically 
a non-destructive monitoring. With the help 
of our reliable laboratory which was also 
credited IIS QAS 018 certification, we test 
radioactivity of some components and we go 
through resilience tests.

Based on an yearly supply contract, we can re-
stock our customers in a few days as our or-
ganization allows us to keep in stock the right 
amounts ready for delivery and also to man-
age customer’s warehouse in Kanban way. 
Furthermore for customers who are reachable 
in a day we directly manage their restocking  
at their warehouse by using our staff.



We can provide certification for any 
product leaving our warehouses.
Bulloneria Villa’s quality system 
consists of 9001 ISO certification 
which was obtained in 2004.
It follows the entire details 
production path  from drawing to 
creation.
Our company is capable of 
meeting every request  by making 
the process efficient , getting rid 
of pointless costs and offering 
customers a top class service. Of 
course every single product goes 
with a test certificate.

Environmentally safety

The company’s environmental 
strategy is based on the following 
principles:

l Optimising both energy sources 
and natural resources

l Minimising negative 
environmental impacts and 
maximizing the positive ones

l Spreading a culture in 
order to correctly approach 
environmental topics

In 1946 Bulloneria Villa Spa leant on the production and trade  
bolt world.
Our guidelines? Quality, vitality, customer service and innovation.
Over the years the company has developed in order to keep up with times 
by widening its own interest from ordinary bolt production to creating 
more and more complex drawing details.

Certifications

The philosophy inspiring our work is to try and always establish  
a partnership with our customers. 
We don’t mean to be seen as simple vendors but as real partners 
cooperating with the production.
Once, in the past, our production included standard fastening elements 
and special drawing products.
Over the years, besides providing our customers at global level, we 
focused our production on making special bolts for both materials and 
treatments.

Fulfilling every single request, by speeding up the process and getting 
rid of useless costs, providing the customer with a top class service.
Of course every single product has its own trial certificate.
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A seventy year experience  1946-2016
Bulloneria Villa was built in 1946 under the name 
Augusto Villa and C.in Milan, in Procaccini Street, 
producing and trading bolts and screws.In 1949 Angelo 
Doniselli joined in and production extended to two 
wheel components both pedal and engine, field where 
Mr Doniselli had been operative for long time.

We suppoert the foundation:


